It hink creativity is an attribute that many people possess in very different ways. Creativity can manifest itself in the most humdrum approach toward solving a problem, such as finding a very simple solution to something that causes a blockage between two people or between two inanimate objects -a very simple solution to what otherwise would be an impasse.
And then, at the other end of the scale, when you think of the creativity of a genius such as Mozart, who composed symphonies at the age of seven, and you try to find what makes a genius, the whole idea of creativity appears like some God-given gift.
In our design world, we tend to think about creativity as people who have created something that has extraordinary visual delight, or something with commercial application that has incredible appeal.
Take, for example, a person like Frank Gehry, the architect. I suspect that he is somebody who is really not bound by convention, whose mind is really racing with all possibilities and is not being bound by either structural or formal conventions. You have to expect that when somebody is so ahead of his time, he has to be a maverick, full of vigor and a bit of an outsider, not part of the establishment. It takes that voice in the wilderness, the sort of a maverick like Gehry to be recognized as a creative genius.
